In this last chapter, the writer of the study tries to conclude all of the analysis that she had done in the previous chapter. The writer also gives suggestion for any researchers especially the students of Widya Mandala Catholic University who are interested in studying literature.

5.1 Conclusion

Since the writer of this thesis analyzes the conflicts in Marsha Norman’s play, ‘Night, Mother, she will make the conclusion based on the statement of the problem that exists in chapter II. The writer tries to conclude Jessie Cates’ personal problems that lead her to commit suicide.

On the basis of the statement of the problem, the writer finds out that Jessie Cates has many kinds of personal problems during her life. She has many problems with herself, her family and people around her.

It is started with Jessie’s problems toward herself. After her divorce, Jessie who lives with her mother feels lonely and bored. She also feels that her life is not encouraging and miserable. She wants to change it and make it better but she can not. She expects a help from her mother or other people but nobody cares about it especially when they know about the epileptic illness that she has.

The following problems emerge between Jessie and her mother, Thelma. Since Jessie has moved into her mother’s house, she finds out that her mother
treats her as if she were a servant. Thelma is also a liar. She has lied about two important things in Jessie’s life. Her mother is untrue about the seizure and her relationship with Jessie’s father. In fact, the seizure has been started earlier than Jessie thinks and her mother does not love her father at all. It really hurts and makes Jessie disappointed.

The other problems that follow are between Jessie and her ex-husband, her son, her brother and sister in law and her mother’s friend. First, Jessie’s ex-husband, Cecil, does not really love her and leaves her when she needs support to face her seizure. Cecil also cheats on her with another young girl. Next, Jessie’s son, Ricky, adds his sadness and disappointment by leaving the house and being a criminal. The other problems relate to her brother, Dawson and his wife. Jessie hates them because they love to interfere Jessie’s life and know too much about it. Last but not least, Jessie also has problems with her mother’s friend, Agnes. Agnes never comes again into her house because she is afraid of Jessie especially when she gets seizure. She said the Jessie’s illness always reminds her about the death that she is always afraid of.

Finally, the writer concludes that Jessie Cates, the main character in ‘Night, Mother, has many kinds of complicated problems in her life. Unfortunately, Jessie has no faith that she could solve the problems as other people usually do. She gives up and chooses to end her problems and her life by committing suicide. She believes that suicide is the only way and it will offer something better than the life she has.
5.2 Suggestion

After analyzing Marsha Norman’s play, ‘Night, Mother, the writer realizes that there are more research related to the play. Therefore, the students of Widya Mandala Catholic University might not find difficulty in doing their literary research. The writer would suggest the students to do a research about woman’s role by employing feminism theory or a research that focuses on the character of Jessie Cates and her mother. Last but not least, a research focusing on the setting that is related to the socio-cultural background of the character (American working class) might be worth studying too. Finally, the writer hopes that the English Department would also encourage the students to do more research about contemporary playwright like Marsha Norman.
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